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Story Summary

Pulp Fiction is about:

Jules and Vincent are Gangsters working for Marcellus Wallace.  One of Marcellus’ deals went bad so
he gave them the task of retrieving a briefcase.  Vincent, who just came back from Amsterdam, was
asked by Marcellus to take his wife, Mia Wallace, out for a night while Marcellus travels to Florida for
business.  Word on the street is that Marcellus threw a guy out a window for giving Mia a foot message
so Vincent is somewhat intimated about taking her out.

While retrieving the briefcase, Jules and Vincent are nearly murdered.  Jules thinks it’s a miracle from
God while Vincent doesn’t give it much thought.  This experience causes Jules to have a transformation
where he declares a new mission in life.  Vincent thinks he’s crazy, and accidentally shoots someone in
the head, causing a panic and side mission disposing the body.  Jules’ friend Jimmy and other Gangster
Wolf come to the rescue.

After the clean up and original mission are complete, Jules and Vincent decide to have breakfast before
giving Marcellus the briefcase.  Unbeknown to them, a crazy couple decides to hold up the restaurant.
This is where Jules implements his new look on life by giving his money to the robbers when he could of
easily blasted them.  The good news is Vincent and Jules walk away with the briefcase to later deliver it.

Vincent takes out Mia and they have a good time until Mia overdoses on what she thought was cocaine.
This causes a huge panic but Vincent saves the day.  They both agree to not tell her husband
Marcellus.

Marcellus being the Gangster he is pays a boxer to fix a fight.  The only problem is the boxer double
crosses him winning the fight.  This causes Marcellus to put a hit out on the boxer.  The boxer planed to
leave town immediately after the fight but is delayed because his wife left a sentimental item behind.
While retrieving this item, the Boxer kills Vincent, but runs into Marcellus.  This is where it gets really
crazy.  While Marcellus and the Boxer are fighting each other, they get held captive where their captors
rape Marcellus.  The Boxer breaks free and rescues Marcellus.  This act causes Marcellus to forgive the
Boxer.  The Boxer leaves town as planned, Marcellus kills the rapists.  The End.
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Memorable / Comedic / WTF Parts

1. “Royal with Cheese”

2. Argument over the meaning of a foot massage.

3. Jules mentions Royal with Cheese trivia than tastes Brett’s burger and drinks all his sprite until you hear
ice.  Jules shoots the guy on the couch unexpectedly.  Jules temper changes, he asks Brett what
Marcellus looks like, “Say What Again!”

4. Vincent asks Lance, “The one with all the shit on her face,”  That turned out to be Lance’s wife.

5. Vincent telling himself in the mirror what he’s going to do.  (Be cool, have 1 drink, then go home, that’s the
boss’ wife.  That was set up by the Foot Massage myth)

6. Mia OD’s.  Vincent panics and calls Lance.  Them arguing who has to put the needle in her chest.

7. The Gold Watch in the Ass story.

8. Butch’s (Boxer) girl asks him to go down on her and she agrees to “kiss it.”

9. When the pop tart exits the toaster, Butch shoots Vincent.

10. Butch runs over Marcellus.  They enter the pawn shop.  The pawn shop has a gimp locked in a box, then
Zed comes over to rape Marcellus.  Unbelievable because Marcellus is the biggest gangster in the film
and he gets raped!  Butch choosing which weapon to get, he keeps seeing other ones he wants finally
settling with the sword.  His facial expression with it is priceless.  “It’s Zeds baby, Zed’s dead”

11. The guy in the APT shooting and missing Jules/Vincent.  They disagree on what just happened, then then
Jules tells Marvin to come on Nigga, lets go!

12. Vincent turning around and asking Marvin for his opinion in the car with the gun facing him and shooting
him is funny as shit!

13. Jimmy’s anal attitude about the Dead N storage is funny.  Wolf’s whole attitude is likeable/cool/pimp.
Jules telling Vincent to get on brain detail is funny.  Them being washed with a hose and then wearing
Volleyball outfits is funny.

14. The way Jules puts the gun on the male robber Ringo is slick.  But what’s real funny is the BAD
MOTHERFUCKER wallet, priceless.
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Innuendos

1. Marcellus tells Butch to repeat, “In the 5th, my ass goes down.”  Ironic because Marcellus ends up getting
raped because of Butch.

2. Vincent cops an attitude with Butch and Butch ends up killing him.

3. Trudi mentions how all her piercing were done with needles.  She is against the machine.  Ironic because
Vincent brings Mia over to save her life with a BIG ASS NEEDLE.

4. Lance tells Vincent he is out of balloons putting his heroin in a plastic baggie.  A big reason Mia thought it
was cocaine.

5. Cab driver is amazed that Butch killed a man.  Butch thinks nothing of it because he just learned, he didn’t
know it at the time.  Ironic because he ends up killing Vincent.

6. Butch’s watch was hanging on a Kangaroo.  After he gets in, the song Captain Kangaroo is playing in the
car.

7. Vincent goes to the bathroom 3x in this movie.  Every time he goes to the bathroom something major
happens.  2 of those he takes a shit reading a book on female spy Modesty Blaise.  During one shit, he
misses the beginning of a robbery.  The 2nd shit costs him his life.  The other time in the bathroom his
dope nearly kills Mia.

8. The restaurant robbers talk how safe it is to rob a restaurant, in this case, it was very dangerous.
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SCENE ORDERS

Scene

ORDERS
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Movie Order Pt 1

A B1 B2 B3 C

Introduces Robbers

& their plan.

Meet  Vincent &

Jules

Sets up Mia date.

Sets up Marcellus as

Gangster. Foot

rumor.

Reveals their job,  to

get the case.

Meet Marcellus,

Butch / fight fix.

Vincent gives Butch

attitude.

D E1 E2 E3 E4

Reveals Vincent

does dope.  Later

becomes a problem.

(also needle

coincidence)

Meet Mia & her coke

habit.

Learn Foot rumor

truth.

Mia’s coke habit.

Foot rumor =

Vincent not mess

with Mia.

Mia’s coke habit =

OD because of

Vincent's dope.

Needle connection.

Saving Mia.
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Movie Order Pt 2

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

Introduces Gold

Watch Value.

Butch double

crosses Marcellus.

Meet Butch’s Girl.

She forgets watch.

B4 B5 B6 B7 B8

Divine Intervention.

Jules has

transformation.

Obstacle. Fixing obstacle. Problem solved.

Lets go get some

breakfast.

Conclusion.

Jules transformation.

Robbers shocked.

End.

Butch gets watch.

Kills Vincent.

Marcellus raped

forgives Butch.

Butch leaves town.
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Correct Order Pt 3

B1 B2 B3  B4 B5

Introduces Robbers

& their plan.

Meet  Vincent &

Jules

Sets up Mia date.

Sets up Marcellus as

Gangster. Foot

rumor.

Reveals their job,  to

get the case.

B6 B7  A B8  C

Divine Intervention.

Jules has

transformation.

Obstacle, Dead

Marvin.

Fixing obstacle. Problem solved.

Lets go get some

breakfast.

Jules transformation.

Robbers shocked.

Meet Marcellus,

Butch / fight fix.

Vincent gives Butch

attitude.

Briefcase delivered.
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Reveals Vincent

does dope.  Later

becomes a problem.

(also needle

coincidence)

Meet Mia & her coke

habit.

Learn Foot rumor

truth.

Mia’s coke habit.

Foot rumor =

Vincent not mess

with Mia.

Mia’s coke habit =

OD because of

Vincent's dope.

Needle connection.

Saving Mia.

Introduces Gold

Watch Value.

Butch double

crosses Marcellus.

Meet Butch’s Girl.

She forgets watch.

Butch gets watch.

Kills Vincent.

Marcellus raped

forgives Butch.

Butch leaves town.

Correct Order Pt 4

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

D E1 E2 E3 E4
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Scene Summaries

Scene

Summaries
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Location : Opening Diner

12

Basic Denny’s style Diner.

Waitress

1 appearance

Full of people.Manager

Scared

Doesn’t want
problems

Ringo

“Robber”

Ballsy

Honey Bunny

Ringo’s girl

co robber

Crazy

Loves Ringo

Typical place to go for a decent breakfast at 8 am.
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Scene A: Couple in Diner : 0:00 - 4:34

Man and woman just finished eating breakfast in

a diner.  The man is talking about robberies, easy

ones vs.... more riskier ones.

He comes to the conclusion why they should rob

the restaurant they’re in right now.

2:37 - He hollers for more coffee

The woman mentions how they’re less likely to be a hero.

They decide to rob restaurant.  Man puts his gun out.

He announces robbery, Woman screams bold line, “anyone of you pricks move

I’m going to execute every last one of you”

--Cuts to Music, Opening Credits --

These are (2) random people eating in this diner.  They have no relation

to the other characters and story.
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Vincent & Jules

14

Vincent Vega

Cool motherfucker

Went to Amsterdam

Kind of sensitive

Drug user

Takes pride in his
appearance

Doesn’t like orders

Dopey personality

Dancer

“little brother”

When faced with death,
didn’t cop a plea

Reads books

Rolls his own cigarettes

Eats bacon cuz it tastes
good

Confident

Has a style of his own

Likes to drink burbon

Jules

Gangster

Intimidating

Intellect

Religious

G/f = vegetarian

“older brother / leader”

Dresses nice

Doesn’t eat pork
because pigs are dirty

Doesn’t give a fuck
attitudeJules Car

Ugly fucking car

Vincent’s Car

Nice, flashy

Vic
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Scene B1: 2 Guys Driving : 6:46 - 8:24

(2) Men riding in Car.  Opening line: “So, tell me

again about the hash bars”

This scene establishes that Vincent just got back

from Amsterdam.  He explains to Jules the weed

laws.

(These are (2) co-workers (hitman) on a mission to retrieve a briefcase

for their boss from a deal that went bad.)  Being that they are badass’ It

makes sense that Vincent was in Amsterdam where weed is legal.  This

establishes indirectly that he is a drug user.  He shares with Jules one of

the things cops can’t do since they most likely hate the cops.  The Royal

with Cheese line is an everyday difference that you wouldn’t expect.

Vincent shares how cops can’t search you in Amsterdam like in America.

Vincent also shares some differences between the American fast food joints in

Europe.  Jules learns from Vincent that they call a 1/4 pound with Cheese in

Paris a “Royal with Cheese,” because of the metric system.
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Scene B2: Walking to Apt : 8:24 - 13:48

They are getting guns out of the trunk.  They

acknowledge they don’t know the number of guys

in the apartment.  “We should have shot guns.”

What’s her name? Mia.  They talk about how Mia

was in a TV pilot.

They talk about how Tony Rocky Horror was

fucked up good by Marcellus, and word is it was

because he gave Mia a foot massage.

This is their first “argument” over their interpretation of a foot massage.

Vincent shares for the first time that Marcellus asked him to take care of Mia

while he’s gone.

Tells they don’t know the # of guys in the Apt.  That Mia was in a pilot.

That Marcellus supposedly almost killed a guy for giving Mia a foot

massage?  Tells that Marcellus is their boss and he is a gangster.  Shows

that Vincent and Jules kind of argue like brothers.
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Location: Brett’s Apartment

17

Brett

Did biz with
Marcellus but
fucked it up

Not a lot of
confidence

Scared of
Jules

Leader of that
group

Marvin?

Quiet

?

Was crying

But brave

Stairs / Hallway

Nice Section 8, but not super nice

Middle income

Cheap Furniture

Cheap kitchen

Matches everything else

Bathroom is consistent with
the rest of the apartment

These guys apartment is consistent with the situation, they did business w/ Marcellus and

messed it up.  It was easy to meet with them.  They still had briefcase and gave it right

back.  They are a bunch of young amateurs.

Br
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Scene B3: Enter Apt : 13:48 - 20:16

Vincent & Jules enter apartment.  They announce

they’re associates of their business partner,

Marcellus Wallace.

Jules notices they caught them in the middle of

breakfast.  He asks to taste their burgers.  Tells them

the “Royal with Cheese” fact.

Vincent rolls a cigarette.  We learn why they there,

ask for the briefcase and get it.  Vincent opens it

but all we see is a gold glow and that Vincent is

“star struck” by what’s inside.

Jules shows his attitude, “I don’t remember asking you a God Damn Thing.”

He shoots guy on coach by surprise.  The famous “What” scene then He

shoots Brett for annoying him, then preaches.

Tells why they’re there, to get briefcase for boss.  We don’t learn what's inside

except for a gold glow.  We learn of Jules short fused anger.  We learn that

“preaches” from the bible passage.
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Location: Marcellus Club

19

Decent club/bar.

Marcellus
Wallace

Boss

Money

Gangster

Talks slow

Cool

Feared rep

Dresses
sharp

Bartender

Cool

Funny

Smiles

Dresses
nice

Mia
Wallace

Cute funny
witty

personality

Does a lot
of coke

Likes to
dance

Starred in a
pilot

smokes

Makes sense for Boss Man Marcellus to own a joint like this to handle biz.
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Scene C: Butch : 20:16 - 25:00

Marcellus is talking to Butch in a condescending

way.  “How many fights you think you got in you”

Marcellus pays Butch to go down in round 5.  Night

of the fight you may feel a slight sting, that’s “Pride”

fucking with you.  Repeat it, “My ass goes down”

Butch never smiles or laughs.  Kind of shows he

doesn’t like doing this.

Vincent and Jules come over wearing “Volley Ball”

outfits holding briefcase.  Bartender greets them

and mentions, “Hear you’re talking Mia out.”  Jules

and Bartender laugh.

Vincent cops attitude with Butch.

We learn that Butch is a boxer being bought off by Marcellus to go down.  Funny

how Marcellus makes him say, “My ass goes down.”  We learn who Marcellus is

but never see his face further intensifying his status.  Vincent cops attitude with

Butch.  Vincent / Mia date brought up again, shows how it’s a big deal.
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Location: Lance’s House

21

Lance

Drug
Dealer

Very
Confident

Cool

Funny

Up at 1:30
am eating

cereal
watching

TV

Owns
medical

book

Knows his
drugs.

Jody

Lance’s
wife

Likes to be
thanked

Mad
Vincent

wakes her
up

Crazy bitch

Trudy

Jody’s
friend

Staying at
Lance
house

smoking a
bong

Lance’s House

Decent, not that impressive,
matches his look

Consistent with Lance’s image.  Your neighborhood “white” heroin dealer

who knows his shit.
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Scene D: Lance’s House: 25:00 - 29:00

Jody is talking to her friend Trudy about piercing.

She mentions how all of hers were done with a

needle and how she won’t use the gun.

Vincent goes to Lance’s house to buy heroin.  Lance

tells him the different kinds he has for sale.

Vincent tells him he just got back from Amsterdam

so your quality better be as good as you say.

Vincent buys the strongest.

Lance asks Vincent about his car, Malibu.

Vincent shoots up then leaves.

We learn Trudi did all her piercing with a needle.  We learn that Lance is

Vincent’s drug dealer.  We learn Vincent does Heroin and buys the most

expensive dope Lance has.  We learn Vincent has a Malibu.
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Locations : Marcellus / Mia house

23

High tech security system
Intercom Nice furnishings

Art Bar

High tech music

Nice house, high tech security system with the rest of the toys.

Consistent for a boss.
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Scene E1: Picking up Mia : 29:00

Vincent goes to pick up Mia.  She’s in a nice house

(owned by Marcellus) further showing his status.

High security system, bar, sound system, intercom.

Artwork.

She snorts a line of coke showing she does coke.

They leave.

We learn about Marcellus’ nice home.  We see that Mia does coke.
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Locations : Mia / Vincent dinner

25

Shitty
waiter

1950s Dinner

Hostesses

Prop Bathroom

Stage

Fun place to take a date.  Great for the movie.  This place was a

character in itself.

Mia
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Scene E2: Mia Restaurant : 32:45 - 47:50

They go to Jack Rabbit Slims, a 1950s style

restaurant.  This place is a character itself.  Every

waiter is a character from the 50s.

Mia asks Vincent for a rolled cigarette then starts

convo, “Heard you just got back from Amsterdam”

Vincent comes back and says, “heard you did a pilot”

Mia talks about Pilot, her character, and how she

was suppose to tell a joke.  Awkward silence.  She

says, I’m going to bathroom when I get back you

think of something to say.  She goes to bathroom

and does coke.  This is his opportunity to ask about

Rocky Horror Foot Job.

Mia volunteers her and Vincent to enter Twist Dance

off.

This scene shows how Mia and Vincent are compatible.  They talk about

Amsterdam, her TV Pilot, joke, and the infamous Foot job.  She puts that rumor

to rest.
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Scene E3: Mia Drop Off : 47:50

Vincent takes Mia back home.  They come in

dancing having a good time.  She is wearing his

coat.  They have another uncomfortable silence.

She wants to have drinks and continue the party.

Vincent needs to go to bathroom.

Mia puts on music and starts dancing.

In the bathroom Vincent is having a pep talk, “One

drink - that’s it, say Good night - then go home. Can’t

mess with the boss’ wife.

Mia sits down to light a cigarette.  She searches

Vincent’s jacket for a lighter and finds a bag of dope.

Thinking its cocaine she snorts strong heroin and

OD’s.

Vincent realizes this is a test, he can’t fuck with the boss’ wife.  Mia on the other

hand wants to part and ends up OD’ing.  Vincent freaks out.
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Scene E4: Save Mia / Drop off : 52:32 - 1:00:00

Vincent jumps in car with Mia.  “Don’t fucking die on

me!”  He calls Lance.

Lance is at home chillin.  He doesn’t want to deal

with that shit.  He tells Vincent NOT to come over.

Vincent speeds over to Lance’s and crashes.

Lance realizes they have to give Mia an adrenaline

shot.  He tells his girl to get the needle. They bicker

about who has to give her the shot.

Vincent gives Mia shot and saves her life.

Vincent drops Mia back off and they both agree to

NEVER tell Marcellus.  Then Mia tells us the joke

from her TV Pilot episode.

Vincent is freaking out so he calls Lance.  Lance doesn’t want to help but

Vincent doesn’t care and forces Lance’s help.  They save Mia.  Mia and Vincent

agree to never tell Marcellus, she tells joke from before.  End scene.
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Location: Butch House as kid

29

Grew up in nice house.

Dad and Granddad killed in wars..

Butch

Boxer

Smokes

Has balls

“fuck me-I’ll
fuck you
attitude”

Expresses
himself

when mad

Mitch comes from a broken home.  Had it been different maybe

he wouldn’t be fixing fights.
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Scene F1: Gold Watch : 1:05:19

Butch is a kid.  A special visitor comes.  It’s a friend

of Butch’s dad.  Butch’s dad died in a POW camp.

He tells Butch about how he knew his dad and what

Butch’s dad wanted him to do.  Deliver the watch.

He delivers the watch and tells him the history of it.

How this watch was in his family for years and what

he had to do to keep it, hid it in his ass.

This tells us Butch’s father died when he was a kid.  This also introduces the

gold watch and why its so important to Butch.  At the end of the scene we learn

that Butch is a flashback that Butch is dreaming.
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Location: Boxing Match

31

Butch

Boxer

Smokes

Has balls

“fuck me-I’ll
fuck you
attitude”

Expresses
himself

when mad

Butch’s room Ally

Front of Arena Marcellus checking on dead / losing boxer.

Mia is with.

Cab Driver

Amazed
Butch killed
someone

Spanish
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Scene F2: Boxing Match : 1:05:19 - 1:12:34

Butch is in his waiting room waiting to start his fight.  He

awakes from a flashback as a kid about the gold watch.

Butch wins the fight when he was paid to lose so he has to

escape the arena.  (We learn he won from the cab drivers

radio, we never see the fight)

Vincent and the bartender are pissed, they report to

Marcellus that Butch escaped and get orders to find him.

Butch gets in cab and learns from the driver that he killed

his opponent.  She is impressed that he killed a man.

Butch didn’t feel bad at all.

Butch calls a guy and we learn he bet on himself and made

a bunch of money.  We learn his plans to leave tomorrow

and run to Knoxville.

Cabbie drops Butch off at his hotel.

We see that Butch wins the fight instead of losing putting Marcellus on a man

hunt to find him.  We learn Butch intended on winning to make money and run.
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Location: Butch’s Hotel

33

Butch

Boxer

Smokes

Has balls

“fuck me-I’ll
fuck you
attitude”

Expresses
himself

when mad

Confident

Dresses
regular

Likes
country
music

Basic room, not too nice.

Fabiana

Romantic

Insecure

Lacks
confidence

Scared of
Butch

Doesn’t like
to watch his

fights

Brushes
her teeth 2x

Fabiana’s car

Consistent with someone who is planning a

getaway and doesn’t have a lot of money.
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Scene F3: Butch’s Girl 1:12:34 - 1:24:28

Butch enters hotel room where his girl is laying

down.  He tells her about fight because she doesn’t

like to listen live.  They get romantic and agree to

give each other oral sex.

Next morning, they just took showers.  Butch makes

fun of her a little then takes a nap.  Butch wakes up

to War on TV, gets dressed while his girl is telling

him what she wants for breakfast.  While Butch is

looking thru his things he can’t find his watch and

goes crazy on her for not getting it.  “I left it on the

Kangaroo!”  Human nature, she gets scared saying

she got it, then admits she didn’t.

Butch realizes she left it and has to go get it.  He

acknowledges the gangsters may be there so he will

be careful.

We meet Butch’s girl.  This is a love scene.  He tells her about fight, they make

love, he jokes with her a bit, then does a 180 when he learns she forgets watch.
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Location: Butch’s Apartment

35

In the hood!.

Boxing medals in apt.  Makes sense.

Makes sense why he would accept money to throw a fight.  But he didn’t

just throw it, he bet on himself and won big!
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Scene F4: Get Watch 1:24:28 - 1:29

Butch hops in car driving to get watch.  He’s

screaming pissed off cuz she left it.  He pulls up to

his neighborhood but parks away and walks so he

isn’t seen and can see if anybody is waiting for him.

Butch enters apartment quietly and at first realizes

nobody is there.  He picks up his watch right where

he said it was.  He gets a sense of confidence once

he realizes nobody is there puts a pop tart in the

toaster.  But then he sees a gun, picks it up and

hears the toilet flush.  Vincent comes out, as soon as

the toaster pops, he kills Vincent.

Butch leaves quietly, gets in his car, and “captain

kangaroo” is on radio.  (his watch was on a

kangaroo)

Butch has to face the gangsters.  He goes to APT to get watch, gets it

successfully, kills Vincent, then drives off.  (Funny how Vincent gave him attitude

at bar)  (funny how watch was on kangaroo then kangaroo song is on radio)
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Location: Pawn Shop

37

Rebel flag on wall with

southern license plates.
Maynard

Racist Redneck

Drinking a beer

Typical looking pawn shop.

Zed

Plays a non flamboyant faggot.
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Scene F5: Got Watch, get Home 1:29- 1:47

Butch got watch, now he needs to get home.  Hops in car,

drives away.  Comes to stop light out of neighborhood and him

and Marcellus see each other so Butch drives and his

Marcellus then crashes.  (First time we see Marcellus face)

Marcellus pulls out gun and starts shooting.  Butch limps and

runs away.  Butch runs into a pawn shop for safe cover.  Butch

starts beating Marcellus ass and throws the “Pride” line at him.

Pawn shop guy takes control and knocks them both out.  He

calls Zed to tell him he’s caught some flies.  They tie them up.

They release the gimp and rape Marcellus.  Butch breaks frees

while they’re raping Marcellus.  Funny thing about this is that

Marcellus is the notorious gangster and he gets raped.

Kills the gimp, just when he’s about to leave, he has a change

of heart and decides to free Marcellus.  Him picking which

weapon to use is funny.  He kills Manor, frees Marcellus to

handle Zed.  Marcellus shoots him and lets Butch go, as long

as he never sees him again.  Butch takes Zed’s bike and picks

up girl.  She shows her sensitive side and he has to assure her

everything is ok, they ride off.  Exit.

Just when Butch thinks he made it out of there with watch he runs into Marcellus.  He runs

into Marcellus, crashes, runs into Pawn shop, then they get taken into captivity.  Marcellus

and Butch experience something where Marcellus lets Butch go.
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Scene B4: Divine Intervention : 1:47 - 1:50

Picks up from the 19 minute mark in film before they

kill Brett.  While Jules is preaching to Brett, a guy is

in the bathroom’s apt with a gun scared.

They kill Brett than Marvin starts freaking out.

Guy in bathroom storms out and shoots at Vincent

and Jules but he misses and they kill him.

This is when Jules has a transformation.  He can’t

believe they aren’t dead and says it was an act of

God, Divine Intervention.  Vincent thinks it was luck.

They argue like brothers.  Vincent just wants to go so

they get in car.  Jules tells Marvin, “com’on nigga,

lets go.”  Kind of funny.

This scene is cool.  It takes us back to the first 19 min of the film and shows us

that someone was in the bathroom.  This supports Vincent and Jules when they

say they don’t know how many guys are in the apt.  Then after the missed

shooting, Jules has a transformation.
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Scene B5: Driving : 1:50 - 1:52

Vincent and Jules get briefcase, kill Brett and the

other 2 guys and driving with Marvin in back seat.

Why they didn’t kill him in the APT, who knows.

Vincent is telling Jules about a time he was watching

COPS and the same thing happened, a missed

shooting. Jules is so touched by the incident he

declares his retirement and Vincent messes with him

about it  So Vincent turns and asks Marvin what he

thinks and accidentally shoots him.  LMFAO.

Jules gets mad, “Why the fuck did you do that”  They

argue a little bit and Jules comes up with a solution,

calls Jimmy.

Jules announces his retirement.  Vincent can’t believe it.  Then this scene gets

funny as shit with the accidental shooting.  Leads Jules to call his partner who

lives near by to clean this mess.
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Location: Jimmy’s House.

41

Decent house in the suburbs with a garage.  Consistent with

Jimmy’s attitude.

Jimmy

Anal

Loves his wife, Bonnie
(black woman)

Scared if she comes home

Wants Jules to fix this shit
and get the fuck out of his

house

“jew mentality”

Buys expensive coffee

Didn’t want to give away
linen because it was a

present
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Character: The Wolf

42

The Wolf

Strong reputation

Solves problems

Nice dresses

Nice watch

Expensive car

Writes things down

Thinks ahead

Very calm

Very smooth
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Scene B6: Jimmy’s : 1:52 - 2:06

Immediately they are in Jimmy’s bathroom cleaning up.  Jules

tells Vincent they have to be real careful because Jimmy is a

friend and they can’t afford to get kicked out.  Vincent gets one

of the towels bloody and Jules barks on him for it.  Vincent’s

sensitive side comes out a little.

Jimmy is anal and angry, “why is there a dead nigger in my

garage”  He’s not buying Jules ass-kissing.  Jimmy is

concerned because if his wife comes home he’s going to be in

big trouble.  His point is, get this shit fixed, you got 1hr!

Jules calls Marcellus and asks for help solution = Wolf.

Wolf on phone, taking notes of the situation, then arrives.  Wolf

lays down the plan.  Sensitive Vincent asks for a please and

gets put in his place.

Wolf makes call to take care of car and then handles Jimmy’s

concern giving them his linen.

Vincent / Jules in car cleaning.  They are fighting like brothers.

Funny when he says, “why am I on brain detail”

After car clean up, Vincent / Jules get clean then put on Volley

ball clothes.  Wolf lays down plan to go to Monster Joes.

Clean up mess.
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Location: Monster Joes
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Very typical and real looking auto parts dump.

Monster
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Scene B7: monster Joe’s: 2:06 - 2:08

Straight cut to Monster Joes.  Wolf disposes car.

Wolf has a lot of personality and is very likeable.  He speeds

off.

Vincent is hungry and invites Jules to breakfast.

Mess cleaned.
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Scene B8: Breakfast : 2:08

Vincent and Jules are talking about Wolf and how cool he was.

Vincent offers Jules some bacon, he doesn’t eat pork tho.  (small talk)

This reminds us of the foot job talk.  They finally have a laugh.

Jules brings up the miracle, Vincent still doesn’t think it was a miracle.

Jules doesn’t know why it happened and is serious about quitting the life.

He tells Vincent the plan.  1) deliver case to Marcellus, then he is just

going to roam the Earth.  Vincent calls him a bum showing his views.

2:11:16 - We see Man Robber requesting more Coffee.  This shows us

what else is happening from the very first scene coming full circle.

Vincent goes to bathroom.

2:12:13 - Couple announces robbery.  The manager announces himself

and says there's no problem.

Vincent is reading a book (same book he had taking a shit in Butch’s

house) taking a shit, is clueless.  Jules gets his gun and puts it under the

table. Jules gives robber his wallet, shows hi inside case, but refuses to

give to him.  Jules takes control.  He says he’s in a transitional period and

been thru to much to give them case.  Vincent returns, points gun.  Jules

tells him to give his wallet back, “the one that says bad motherfucker.”

Tells him to take the money and Vincent beefs with Jules for doing that.

Jules tells him he’s buying his life so he doesn’t have to kill him then

reads him the same bible passage he read before.  He always read it

before he killed someone, what he saw this morning made him think

twice.  He tells “ringo” to go, they leave confused.  Vincent comes over, “I

think we should be leaving now.”  Music - they slowly walk out while

everybody looks at those bad motherfuckers!


